SLIDING SOLUTIONS.
More design opportunities with sliding door systems.

ADVANTAGES
With sliding solutions from Häfele rooms are put to the best possible use and provide more space, more storage space, more individuality and more functionality.

SILENT ALUFLEX 80.
Framed and elegant.

SLIDO DESIGN 80-M.
Invisible and floating.

SLIDO POCKET DOOR.
No hassle installation. Naturally space-saving.

SPACE REQUIREMENT WITH HINGED DOORS

MORE SPACE WITH SLIDING DOORS
HÄFELE SLIDO DESIGN 80-M

INVISIBLE AND FLOATING.

A sliding door fitting for wood doors weighing up to 80 kg (176 lbs.) is another exciting addition to the already successful SLIDO product range. With the track and running gear concealed behind the door it provides an unprecedented minimalist design solution. The fully incorporated self and soft closing function provides safe, convenient and reliable operation at all times. The system has been developed for installations on hard floors or soft floors with the aid of an optional guide rail.
The SLIDO Design 80-M sliding door fitting for frameless glass doors weighting up to 80 kg (176 lbs.) is a must-have for your next glass door project. This inspired, minimalist design skillfully conceals both the track and running gear behind the door as it moves—making it appear as if the door is floating. Equipped with both self and soft closing functionality, the SLIDO Design 80-M offers years of easy, dependable and consistent performance. The system will operate flawlessly regardless of flooring choice with the aid of an optional guide rail. SLIDO Design 80-M will make your next project look like magic.
HÄFELE SLIDO CLASSIC
40-O to 120-O
SLEEK AND SOFT CLOSING.

SLIDO Classic with soft close is the future in smooth running internal doors. Available for wood doors with weights from 40-120 kg (88-264 lbs.), SLIDO Classic from Häfele combines high quality track and running gear with either optional single or double sided soft closing, which uses an air-friction damper to first slow the door and then pull it gently closed. SLIDO Classic tracks can be ceiling or wall mounted and complemented with clip-on fascia panels.
HÄFELE SLIDO CLASSIC
80-L TO 120-L

SUPERIOR CLOSING SOLUTION FOR GLASS.

The SLIDO CLASSIC sliding door fittings for glass doors weighing from 80-120 kg (176-264 lbs.) offers stylish, superior performance without sacrifice. Soft closing functionality for the Slido 80L can be incorporated into the easy-to-install design. In addition, the doors are secured with concealed hardware to provide an extremely slim track design.
HÄFELE SLIDO POCKET DOOR FRAME KIT

NO HASSLE INSTALLATION. NATURALLY SPACE-SAVING.

The SLIDO Pocket Frame Kit is a superior pocket door solution for doors weighting between 40-120 kg (88-264 lbs.). This system easily installs into any standard 2 x 4 wood or steel constructed interior wall. Specially designed hardware includes a removable track meaning all components can be serviced without the need to open a wall or sacrifice your design vision.
HÄFELE SLIDO CLASSIC BI-FOLD 30
YOUR BI-FOLD ALTERNATIVE.

The SLIDO Classic Bifold 30 is an ideal bi-fold door solution for specification or retrofitting accommodating a maximum panel weight of up to 30 kg (66 lbs.). This universally mounted hardware can be mounted to pivot left or right and configured in 2 or 4 panel applications. Smooth and quiet operating, this interior commercial door application complies with ANSI/BHMA standard A165.14.
HÄFELE SILENT ALUFLEX 40-80
FRAMED AND ELEGANT.

The Silent Aluflex 40-80 all-glass solution with its framed appearance provides a great deal of design freedom in the partitioning of rooms as a bottom-running sliding door version for single or multi-panel sliding doors. Thermal plastic and glass panels offer numerous design possibilities.
FLATEC II
A STYLISH, SMOOTH OPERATOR.

Flatec II Barn Door Hardware with a solid stainless steel track is virtually maintenance free. For 1 or 2 sliding wood doors, with simple installation and smooth quiet operation, your barn doors will remain simply beautiful for many years. A floor mounted guide is included with a wall mounted guide available as an option.
TRITEC
UNIQUELY DESIGNED. FLAWLESSLY EXECUTED.

Tritec’s interesting design is an attractive solution wherever barn door hardware is desired. This system features a solid stainless steel track and works with 1 or 2 glass doors. Enjoy maintenance-free beauty, simple installation and smooth quiet operation with Tritec. A floor mounted guide is included with a wall mounted guide available as an option.
EKU DIVIDO
A PARTITION ABOVE ANY OTHER.

This partitioning system is outstanding because of its visible design appeal. It can be used as a top or bottom running system with slim, high-quality aluminum frame profiles together with wood or glass insert panels, or as a 30 mm (1 3/16”) thick solid wood door alternative. The EKU soft closing mechanism can also be added at the time of installation to leave a lasting impression of quality and sophistication. This system’s versatility provides a considerable amount of design freedom.
EKU PORTA 100 G
CREATE A SPACE WHERE NONE PREVIOUSLY EXISTED.

A system that embodies all the superior qualities of the EKU Porta product group and utilizes a simple yet reliable glass clamp to secure the door with friction alone. The combination track can be wall or ceiling mounted and designer fascia panels made of aluminum or wood can be easily clipped into position. The EKU soft closing mechanism can be added at the time of installation to leave a lasting impression of quality and sophistication.
EKU PORTA 60/100
EASY TO MAINTAIN. EASIER TO LOVE.

Porta 60/100 is a technologically advanced architectural hardware system for wood doors weighing between 60-100 kg (132-220 lbs.). Unique to this system are the 60/100 HMT systems, which have been specifically developed to allow pocket sliding doors to have an optional superior soft closing function while allowing all components to be accessible for maintenance; perfect for both home and commercial installations.
HAWA CENTERFOLD 80/GV
FOR OPENINGS. FOR GLASS. FOR YOU.

The Centerfold is the perfect solution for closing openings up to 6 m (236 1/4") for glass panels. The hardware design allows for easy planning and installation, extremely quiet running properties and excellent material and finish quality. It has a centrally suspended unit to enable accordion partitions to operate without a bottom guide. This system is capable of up to 2.6 m (102 3/8") tall panels weighing up to 80 kg (176 lbs.), requiring little space to park.
HAWA CENTERFOLD 80/H
A BEAUTIFUL INSTRUMENT OF SEPARATION.

This is a high quality accordion wall system for wood panels, which allows for the creation of flexible room partitions up to 6 m (19’ 8 1/4”). Advanced folding technology enables easy planning and installation plus space-saving parking for any number of panels. This system features extremely quiet running properties, excellent material and finish quality with a centrally suspended unit to make very wide installations possible without a bottom guide. Experience the quality and beauty of Centerfold 80/H.
HAWA VARIOTEC 150/H
LEAVE CORNERING TO THE EXPERTS.

Variotec 150/H is the king of curves among sliding solutions for wood. Featuring a modular, pluggable track system, this system allows for endless possibilities even with large scale partitions as any number of panels can be stacked in the parking area. The high quality trolley system and exceptional running smoothness makes this system a perfect choice for those unusual floor designs.
HAWA VARIOTEC 150/GV
ALL-GLASS SLIDING WALL ELEGANCE.

Variotec 150/GV is a specially designed sliding solution for glass. Engineered with a modular, pluggable track system, this system easily handles a variety of configurations—even large partitions with numerous panels and sizes. The unique trolley system offers unparalleled running smoothness and ease of use, even over unusual floor designs.
HAWA VARIOFOLD 80/GV
ADD FLEXIBILITY TO YOUR GLASS.

The perfect trouble-free and flexible solution to closing openings up to 6 m (19' 8 1/4") for end-folding glass panels. Its design allows for easy planning and installation, extremely quiet running properties with excellent material and finish quality. This system is capable of up to 2.6 m (102 3/8") tall panels weighing up to 80 kg (176 lbs.), requiring little space to park.
HAWA VARIOFOLD 80/H
CLASSIC WOOD PARTITIONS. FOLDED.

A first-rate folding wall system for wood panels, which allows room partitions up to 6 m (19’ 8 1/4”). Create spaces up to 12 m (39’ 4 1/2”) wide by positioning two systems opposite of each other, while a pivot door can easily be included in the panel set or at the end. Variofold 80/H featuring smooth, quiet running and simple operation gives you the room you need.
HAWA APERTO 60/GL
PARTITIONS AND PRIVACY. BEAUTIFULLY DONE.

Aperto 60/GL delivers new possibilities for many different environments. This quality and precision sliding hardware system stacks the doors simply and easily into the smallest spaces, either in parallel or 90° to the sliding axis. With simple installation, modular and extreme flexibility, you have the ability to stack up to nine lightweight wood or glass sliding panels.
Junior for wood doors is a trend-setting hardware system with the suspension unit discreetly integrated into the suspension profile. This allows for very small installation height, with some systems reaching the ceiling with no gap. Junior features excellent running properties with an aesthetically appealing standard anodized finish. Tackle your most challenging architectural projects with this first class hardware system.
HAWA JUNIOR 40 TO 160 GP
FEEL THE QUALITY. HEAR THE SILENCE.

These systems fulfill every requirement when it comes to sliding door hardware. Heavy weight doors are moved silently and smoothly. A cover is not required and with plain anodized top tracks and assorted cover plates, this system adapts to any architectural style. Low installation height, rattle free floor guides and excellent stability are just a few of the reasons to choose Junior for glass.
HAWA JUNIOR 40, 80, 120 WALL MOUNTED
TASTEFULLY INSTALLED. EFFORTLESSLY OPEN.

Wall mounting is achieved safely and quickly with the clever angle profile. The top tracks are simply fastened using groove nuts without the requirement of any additional drilling. Elegantly finished, optional clip-on end caps provide an aesthetically pleasing look.
HAWA TELESCOPIC

BEAUTY IN MOTION.

Space saving Telescopic enables simultaneous sliding of 2 to 3 doors weighing up to 80 kg (176 lbs.) each or 4 doors weighing up to 40 kg (88 lbs.) each. The perfect solution where there is limited area for one wide door. High quality trolleys allow for easy sliding with one hand, while the toothed belts provide strong, maintenance-free operation.
AL FRESCO SUMMIT
ENJOY THE SALT AIR. OR SEAL IT OUT.

The Al Fresco Summit with full corrosion resistance is the ideal solution for coastal applications. For up to 16 doors (8 left and 8 right) and weights from 75-100 kg (165-220 lbs.), this strong, smooth rolling system is constructed of 316 Marine Grade Stainless Steel and features concealed channels with a choice of mortise and non-mortise hinges and hangers.
THINKING AHEAD

Here at Häfele, we’re in a unique position to support you in planning, executing and servicing your architectural and design project. We offer:

- Unparalleled product selection—get exactly you’re looking for.
- Expert project design and installation advice—more than 90 years of global experience and expertise.
- Reliable customer care every step of the way—we have a dedicated team of experts in lighting design, architectural planning and construction.

Whether it’s the installation of a single sliding door all the way up to equipping entire hotels, hospitals or other commercial buildings with hardware and LED lighting solutions, we’re here to help.

FOR EXPERT ASSISTANCE WITH YOUR NEXT PROJECT, CONTACT HÄFELE PROJECT SALES AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT:
Phone: 888.437.7477  |  Email: projects@hafele.us